
VISIONThis stylish residence is nestled on a 
large level block in a desirably tranquil 
cul-de-sac location.
The house comes complete with two 
living rooms, a welcoming 
kitchen/dining area, two bathrooms, 
three bedrooms, a study and a 
laundry, and retains the value of 
peaceful living while being 
conveniently close to shops
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To be a department focused on
quality education and research in
Artificial Intelligence & Machine
Learning that prepares early
professionals contributing to serve
the society.

VISION
To provide an academic environment
for the development of professionals in
the field of Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning.
To cultivate research culture resulting
in knowledge and development of the
society. 
To enhance academic collaborations
for better exposure.

MISSION

Mr. Ashish Yadav
Mr.  John Kenny
Ms. Priyanka Bhoir
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1. Session On Womens Hygeine
The Women development cell  of universal college of engineering organized a session on

"Women's Hygiene" on 24th November 2022. The event was conducted by Ms. Vinita Rajendra  

Feminine hygiene is essential and needs to be maintained both at home and at workplaces.

Looking at the statistics, the women workforce across the world contributes around 48.5%. 

A hygienic workplace will go a long way in creating a healthier workplace, and thereby, the

chances of employees falling sick will be reduced. A healthy workforce will be more happy

and productive in the workplace. Organizations can prepare an official policy that must be

read and adhered to by employees. 
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2. AI REALM
History Of Artificial Intelligence

Year 1943: The first work which is now recognized as AI was done by Warren

McCulloch and Walter pits in 1943. They proposed a model of artificial neurons.

Year 1949: Donald Hebb demonstrated an updating rule for modifying the

connection strength between neurons. His rule is now called Hebbian learning.

Year 1950: The Alan Turing who was an English mathematician and pioneered

Machine learning in 1950. Alan Turing publishes "Computing Machinery and

Intelligence" in which he proposed a test. The test can check the machine's ability to

exhibit intelligent behavior equivalent to human intelligence, called a Turing test.

Maturation of Artificial Intelligence (1943-1952)

Artificial Intelligence is not a new word and not a new technology for researchers. This

technology is much older than you would imagine. Even there are the myths of Mechanical

men in Ancient Greek and Egyptian Myths. Following are some milestones in the history of AI

which defines the journey from the AI generation to till date development.
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Year 1955: An Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon created the "first artificial

intelligence program "Which was named as "Logic Theorist". This program had

proved 38 of 52 Mathematics theorems, and find new and more elegant proofs for

some theorems.

Year 1956: The word "Artificial Intelligence" first adopted by American Computer

scientist John McCarthy at the Dartmouth Conference. For the first time, AI coined

as an academic field.

At that time high-level computer languages such as FORTRAN, LISP, or COBOL were

invented. And the enthusiasm for AI was very high at that time.

Year 1966: The researchers emphasized developing algorithms which can solve

mathematical problems. Joseph Weizenbaum created the first chatbot in 1966,

which was named as ELIZA.

Year 1972: The first intelligent humanoid robot was built in Japan which was named

as WABOT-1.

The duration between years 1974 to 1980 was the first AI winter duration. AI winter

refers to the time period where computer scientist dealt with a severe shortage of

funding from government for AI researches.

During AI winters, an interest of publicity on artificial intelligence was decreased.

Year 1980: After AI winter duration, AI came back with "Expert System". Expert

systems were programmed that emulate the decision-making ability of a human

expert.

In the Year 1980, the first national conference of the American Association of

Artificial Intelligence was held at Stanford University.

The second AI winter (1987-1993)

The duration between the years 1987 to 1993 was the second AI Winter duration.

Again Investors and government stopped in funding for AI research as due to high

cost but not efficient result. The expert system such as XCON was very cost

effective.

The Birth of Artificial Intelligence (1952-1956)

The Golden Years : Early enthusiasm (1956-1974)

The First AI Winter (1974-1980)

A Boom of AI (1980-1987)
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Year 1997: In the year 1997, IBM Deep Blue beats world chess champion, Gary

Kasparov, and became the first computer to beat a world chess champion.

Year 2002: for the first time, AI entered the home in the form of Roomba, a vacuum

cleaner.

Year 2006: AI came in the Business world till the year 2006. Companies like

Facebook, Twitter, and Netflix also started using AI.

Year 2011: In the year 2011, IBM's Watson won jeopardy, a quiz show, where it had to

solve the complex questions as well as riddles. Watson had proved that it could

understand natural language and can solve tricky questions quickly.

Year 2012: Google has launched an Android app feature "Google now", which was

able to provide information to the user as a prediction.

Year 2014: In the year 2014, Chatbot "Eugene Goostman" won a competition in the

infamous "Turing test."

Year 2018: The "Project Debater" from IBM debated on complex topics with two

master debaters and also performed extremely well.

Google has demonstrated an AI program "Duplex" which was a virtual assistant and

which had taken hairdresser appointment on call, and lady on other side didn't

notice that she was talking with the machine.    

The Emergence of Intelligent Agents (1993-2011)

Deep learning, big data and artificial general intelligence (2011-present)

Now AI has developed to a remarkable level. The concept of Deep learning, big data, and

data science are now trending like a boom. Nowadays companies like Google, Facebook,

IBM, and Amazon are working with AI and creating amazing devices. The future of

Artificial Intelligence is inspiring and will come with high intelligence.
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Our Campus Director, Dr.Jitendra B. Patil sir has completed Ph.D. in Information

Technology under Science & Technology  from  Thadomal Shahani Engineering College,

Mumbai University.

2. FACULTY ACHEIVEMENTs

Ph.D. Completion of Dr. Jitendra B. Patil 

Dr. Jitendra B.Patil
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One of our faculty, Ms. Jessica Dias had attended Indian Society for Technical Education 

 approved STTP/FDP on Data Analytics and Visualization held during 12.12.2022 to

17.12.2022 organized by Thadomal Shahani Engineering College, Mumbai, Maharashtra.

STTP Completion by Ms. Jessica Dias 
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REACH US

 “Forget artificial intelligence – in the brave new world
of big data, it’s artificial idiocy we should be looking out

for.” -Tom Chatfield


